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THE EXACT BERGMAN KERNEL AND THE
KERNELS OF SZEGO TYPE

SABUROU SAITOH

A relation between the magnitudes of the exact Bergman
kernel and a product of two kernels of Szegδ type is given.
The method is turned to the establishment of a positive
definiteness of a period matrix of a product of two kernels
of Szegδ type. The positive definiteness leads to some com-
pleteness theorems of such products.

1* Introduction* Let G denote an w-ply connected regular
region with boundary components {Cv}?=1. Let KE{zf zx) and K(z9 zx)
denote the exact Bergman kernel and the Szego kernel of G, respec-
tively. Let {ZXz)dz\lz\ denote a basis of analytic differentials which
are real along 3G. Then the following identity is known:

Λ—1 n-1

4πK(z, zx)
2 = KE(z, z,) + Σ Σ CuμZMZμ(z) ,

for some uniquely determined constants Cvμ. D. A. Hejhal [3]
established the positive definiteness of the matrix HĈ H by means
of the representations of Cvμ in terms of the theta function. In
this paper, we shall establish a similar result in a very general
situation by means of the pure theory of kernel functions in a
sense. Our result leads to a variety of the completeness theorems
of the kernels of Szego type which are established in the paper [6].

In § 2, we state notation and preliminary facts and in § 3, the
main theorem is given. In § 4 and § 5, completeness of the pro-
ducts of two kernels of Szego type is discussed. These two sections
are considered as a continuation of the paper [6]. In the final § 6,
we refer to the case of the Szegδ kernel with characteristic of an
arbitrary compact bordered Riemann surface which is established
by J. D. Fay [1].

2* Notation and preliminary facts. Let S denote the interior
of a compact bordered Riemann surface S with boundary contours
{Cu}lnJin+i and genus n. Let {CJϊϋί1*"1 denote a canonical homology
basis. Let M denote the Hubert space of analytic differentials
f(z)dz which are regular in S and have finite norms:

1/2

= x+yi). Let K(z, zλ)dz and KE(z, zjdz denote the Bergman
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kernel of class M and the exact Bergman kernel of S, respectively.
Let L(z, zt)dz and LE(z, zλ)dz denote the adjoint L-kernels of theirs,
respectively. They are analytic on S except for zt where they
have a double pole:

+ regular terms dz .
π (z - ztf

Further they satisfy the following relations:

(2.1) -K{z,z^dz = L(z, z,)dz and -KE{z,z^)dz = LE(zlf z)dz along dS .

The i£-kernels K(z, zt) and KE(z, zλ) are Hermitian and L(z, zx) is
symmetric, but LE(z, zj is not symmetric, in general (cf. [7], pp.
126-137).

Let W(z, t) denote the meromorphic function which has the
Green function g(z, t) of S with pole at t( e S) as the real part of
W(z, t). The differential idW(z, t) is positive along dS and has
JV - 2n + m — 1 zeros {£„} in S. For simplicity, we assume that all
the zeros tu are simple. In other cases, we can modify the following
arguments slightly. Further we shall use the same notation for a
point on S and a fixed local parameter around there. For an
arbitrary integer q, let Hf(S) denote the Hubert space of analytic
differentials f(z)(dz)q of order q on S with finite norms:

where f(z) means the Fatou boundary value of / at zedS in the
obvious sense. Let Kq,t>p(z, z^{dz)q denote the kernel function of
the class H2

g(S) which is characterized by the following reproducing
property:

i f ( f
2π las

for all f(z)(dzy e Hf(S) .

Here p is a positive continuous function on dS. Let Lq>tyP{z, z1)(dz)1~g

denote the adjoint L-kernel of Kq,ttP(z, z^dz)9. Then LqΛiP{z, zι)(dz)ι~q

is a meromorphic differential on S of order 1 — q with one simple
pole at zί with residue 1 (in the obvious sense) and satisfies the
relation

(2.2)

= i Lq,ttP(z9 zMdz)1-* along dS .
^
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We note that Kq>t>p(z, s j and Lq>tyP(z, zγ) are continuous on dS.

From (2.2), we have

(2.3) Kg,t>P(z9 zJK^g^p-iiz, z,)dz
= -Lq,ttP(z, zύL^^p-iiz, z,)dz along dS .

Let {ZXz)dz)v^γ denote a basis of analytic differentials on S which

are real along dS such that Z£z) = \ L(ζ, z)dζ. Then from (2.1)

and (2.3), we obtain the identities

(2.4) Kq,ttP(z, zJK^^-iiz, zt) = πKE(z, zj + Σ Σ

and

N N

(2.5) Lq)ttP(zf z1)L1_q}tyP—i(z, zx) = 7cLE(zl9 z) — 2], Σ
v—i μ—i

for some uniquely determined constants {C }̂. Our first objective
is to show the positive definiteness of the matrix | |C^ | | . By sett-
ing I Zv(z)dz = P,μ, from (2.4), we obtain

)cμ

(2.6) Σ Σ ^ ^ = [ (ί K^U^^K^^i^z^dz)^

for α, 8̂ = 1, 2, 3, ••-, JNΓ.

Since the matrix | | P ^ | | is nonsingular (cf. [7], pp. 93-97 and pp.
109-110), we shall show the positive definiteness of (2.6).

Here we note that especially K0>tΛ(z, zj and KutΛ(z, zjdz are the
Rudin kernels (cf. [5]). If S is a bounded regular region on the
plane, then we can identify functions and differentials on S. Hence
we can write the reproducing property of Kq>t}P(z, z^){dz)q as follows:

(2.7) /OO
2π

for all/eiJ2°(S)

where d/dv denotes the inner normal derivative with respect to S.
Therefore we can regard Kq,ttP(z, zj as the Szego kernel with weight
p(z)(dg(z, t)ldvy~2q for the (Hardy) space iJ2°(S). By this interpreta-
tion of (2.7), we can consider the kernel Kqtt,p(z, zλ) for an arbitrary
real value of q and Kι/2ΛΛ{z, ^)/2τr is the classical Szego kernel. For
a real value of g, we can take a more general interpretation for
(2.7) and we shall refer to this in § 6, again.
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3* Positive definiteness of Kq,tiP(z9 z^K^q^^-iiz, zj.

THEOREM 3.1. The matrix

α ' ' ' ' /

is positive definite.

Proof. Let {<PJ}JL0 and {ψk}ΐ=0 denote some complete orthonormal
systems such that Kq,t)P(z, zλ) = Σy Φ&dφ&) ^ n ( i K^q>t,p-i(zf z,) =

). Then we have

( I Kq>tyP(z, zί)Kι__gtt,P-i(z9 zλ)dz )dzί

φj(zί)ψk(z1)dz1 .

Here we see easily that the double sequence converges absolutely.
Let m denote the double index (jk) and we set

A}1] A}1) Λ}1) A}1)

A ( 2 ) Λ ( 2 ) /* ( 2 ) A ( 2 ) β .

A = A[S) At] A\?] • A{2] ••

where

^ > = ^ φj(z)ψk(z)dz(v = 1,2,Z, ,N).

Further we set X = (Xu X2, X3, , XN) e Cff. Then we obtain

XA&X* = + + + + XNA

Here equality holds if and only if

(3.1) X,A^ + ^2Ak2) + + X^Aif) = 0 for all m .

Hence we obtain, for any zt and z2 e S,

0 .

- 0 .

From the identity
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we have, by exchanging the variables,

sL\2n+l I

+ (-^- Σ X\ Kq,t,P(z, ζXdzYK^^ζ, z2)dζ)

x p(z)(iάW(z, ί ) ) 1 " 2 * ] ^ . ^ , Zy)(dz)q = 0 for all zx and z2eS.

Here ωv(z) denotes the harmonic measure of C» on S. Let Ω(z)dz
be a nonvanishing analytic differential on S. Then since the set of
kernels {Kq,t,P(z,z1)(dz)q\zίeS} is complete in H2

q(S), we have

f(z)dz\(Σ*ύ
dS L\2*+l

x p(z)(iΛW(z, t)Y~2q \{Ω{z)dz)"-ί = 0 for all f(z)dzeH}(S) .

Hence from the theorem of Cauchy-Read [4], we obtain, by a
function F^ e Hi(S),

Γ( Σ
L\2π+1

x Zi_ί>tf<r-i(ζ, 22)dζ)lo(z)(idTF(2, t))l-««](fi(«)d«)«-1 = F,2(2) a.e. on

From the relation (2.2),

Γ( Σ
1 = FZ2(z) a.e. on

At first, from the Lusin-Riesz-Privalow theorem, we see that all
the {Xu}?==2n+1 are zero. Next since Lq>tfP(z, ζ) has a simple pole at
z = ζ, from the property of Cauchy integral, we see that the con-
stants {Xv}VLi are also zero. Thus we have completed the proof of
the theorem.

From the theorem, we obtain

COROLLARY 3.1. The matrix \\Cuμ\\ is positive definite. Es-
pecially we have the inequality

K q , t , P ( z , z ) K i - q , t , P - i ? > z ) > π K E ( z , z ) f o r a l l z e S .
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COROLLARY 3.2. The periods as anti-analytic differentials in
Z, 6 S,

\ K*,tΛz, Zi)Ki-g.UP-i(*t Zi)dz\

are linearly independent.

Here we note that Theorem 3.1 and its corollaries are valid for
an arbitrary real value of q, when S is a bounded regular region in
the plane and we regard KqytiP(z, zx) as the weighted Szego kernel.

4* Completeness of {Kqit}P(ztz1)K1_q}t,p-i(z9z1)dz\z1eS} in M.
Let {Zj}™=1 (Zj Φ Zj,, for j Φ j') denote any point set of S such that
lim ôo Zj = Zo for some Zo e S. Then, as we see from the repro-
ducing property, the set of kernels {KqtttP(z, ZjXdz)9}^ is complete
in H2

q(S). In the following two sections we shall show that the
set {Kq,t,P(zf Zj)Ki-q,t,p-i(z, Zd)dz}f=1 is complete in both M and Hi(S).
These theorems are a variety of the completeness theorems which
are given in the paper [6].

As in the representations (2.4) and (2.5), we obtain

N N

(A~\λ TC (V ~v \TΓ (v ~v \ rr Tf' (' v ~v \ 4- X"1 NT1 C1 * 7 (y \ 7 (v\

and

N N

Here we note that the constants Cv*μ are real symmetric by virtue
of Hermitian of the ϋΓ-kernels and symmetry of Lq,ttP(z, zJL^q^^-iiz, zx)
and L(z, zj. Note that Lq,t,P(z, zλ) = — Li_ff,ίf/,-i(«i, z)([5]). As to the
constants C*μ, we obtain

LEMMA 4.1. The matrix

is nonsingular.

Proof. Suppose that

= ΣyJ [TΓ^, )̂..+ Σ Σ C Λ W l ώ Ξ 0
μ yc(i a β
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Then from the identity

( K(z, zx)dz = - \ \ K(z, z,)Zjz)dx dy

= -Zj£) (cf. [7], pp. 102-105) ,

we have

- Σ πYμZμ(zd + Σ Σ Σ YμCύZMPt, = 0 .
μ μ a β

Hence we obtain

-πYa + Σ Σ Ca*βPβμYμ = 0 for a = 1, 2, 3, , N .
β μ

Thus Corollary 3.2 is equivalent to the lemma.
Now we obtain

THEOREM 4.1. The set {KqΛiP{z, Z2)K^qΛ)9-ι(z, Zά)dz}j is complete
in M.

Proof. Suppose that for any f(z)dz e M,

^gf(z)Kq,ttP(zt ZjiK^t.rK*, Zj)dxdy - 0 for all j .

Hence from (4.1) and the identity

(4.3) [( f(z)Zjzjdxdy = - ( f(z)dz (cf. [7], p. 102) ,
J J s )cμ

we have

tf/OO Ξ Σ Σ C^z^zΛ f(z)dz .
cc β JCβ

Thus from the identities

π\ f{zγ)dz, - Σ Σ Ca%Paμ\ f(z)dz μ = l,2,3, ,N,
JCμ a β jCβ

and Lemma 4.1, we obtain the desired result.

5. Completeness of {Kq>tyP(z, Z2)Kγ__qΛ,P-ι{z, Zά)dz}j in Hl(S).
The following lemma is essential for our purpose:

LEMMA 5.1. For the critical points {ίJίU of the Green func-
tion g(z, t), the matrix

\ Lq,tlP(z, tJL^g^p-iiz, tu)dz
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is nonsingular.
If not all tυ is simple, we modify the above matrix slightly, as

usual.

Proof. We proceed as in Theorem 2.1 in [6], but in this case
the proof is more delicate. From the reproducing property of
Kι,t,ι(z> zt)dz, we have

-q,t,p-^Zlf Z)

idW(ζ,t)

Hence from (2.3) and the residue theorem, we obtain

(5.1)

- Σ

and

(5.2) KutΛ{z, z,) = -

+ Σ K$ί^ ^ \Lq,UZ, O^-9,^-i(C, Qdζ }W(z, t) .

From (5.1), we obtain

(5.3) Σ gyffi ^ \ I*,.U*, QL^-^z, Qdz

= - \ Kq,ttP(z, zJK^t.p-iiz, zt)dz μ = 1, 2, 3, , N .

Let {XJ be any solution of system (5.3); i.e.,

Σ -3ϋ LqttfP(z, tJL^t.p-iiz, tj)dz

= - 1 KqtttP(z, z^K^^p-iiz, z,)dz μ = 1, 2, 3, , N ,

and we shall define

Then KutΛ(z, z,)dz e H}(S) and from the definition of X, and the
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identity (2.5), we see that

(Kq,hP(ζ, zJK^rtt, Zi)

is exact. (We assume that tv$Cμ for all v and μ9) For any analy-
tic differential f(z)dz on S (in fact in S such that f(z)dzeH}(S))f

we set

f(z)dzKut>1(z> Zχ)
idW(z,t)

= M f(z) |Γ(J5Γfiίi,(C, 2χ)X;.f.^i(C, zx

Let Dv be a tiny disc of radius rv in the plane of a local para-
meter at ίv, with center tu and let D denote the union of the Dv,
v = 1, 2, 3, , 2V. Then from the Green's formula, we obtain

= ~11 f(z)(KqytyP(z, zJK^^p-iiz, zj

g,tyP(z, tu)Li^gtt,fi-^z9 tj))dx dy .

By letting Σ J r J tend to zero, we obtain

+ - Σ l p . f(z)Lq>tyP(z, tv)L^qtttfrΊ(zf tj)dx dy

(cf. (2.5) and [7], pp. 118-120). Hence if we can show that 7
we obtain the lemma as in Theorem 2.1 in [6].

From (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), and the fact

f(z)L(zΓί)dxdy = 0
S

for all f(z)dzeM (cf. [7], pp. 121-126),

we have
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I = /(*) + - Γ Σ Σ Ca*βZa{zd ( - \ f(z)dz )

- Σ Σ Σ Xc fzjfi)( - \ f(z)dz )] .

Hence we must show that

(5.4) Σ C£Za(zx) - Σ Σ X>Cβ*aZM = 0 β = 1, 2, 3, . , N .
a a v

From the definition of Xv, by making use of (4.1) and (4.2), we
obtain

7r Σ x,zμ{tv) - Σ Σ Σ Xβ*βza(tj)Pβμ

- Σ Σ C^
a β

and hence

(5.5) τr(Σ

- Σ Σ (Σ X,Za(Q - Z^z^C^Pβ, = 0 μ = l,2,Z,
β a v

Hence from Lemma 4.1, we obtain

Σ XyZμ(ty) - Zμ(zL) - 0 μ = 1, 2, 3, .. , ΛΓ.

Thus from the regularity of the matrix | | P ^ | | and (5.5), we obtain
the desired result (5.4).

Now as in the proof of Theorem 2.2 in [6], we obtain

THEOREM 5.1. The set {Kq,t,P(z, Z^K^t.p-iiz, Zj)dz}j is complete
in Hi(S).

Here we note that for the set

r
for any fixed zt e S, Theorems 4.1 and 5.1 are valid, as we see easily
from those theorems. The circumstances are similar for Theorems
2.2 and 3.3 in [6].

6* Szegό kernels with characteristic* Let U— {Ua} be a
covering of S such that to each Ua there is associated a unique
local uniformizing parameter za: Ua-+C and za and zβ are analyti-
cally related on Ua Π Uβ. Then, for a real value of q, a differential
f(z)(dz)q of order q is defined as a collection of variables which
satisfy the transformation laws
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Of course, this function (dz$/dza)
q is not unique, in general and we

must show that we can choose them consistently; i.e., such that

This is a crucial point, in the treatment of differentials f(z)(dz)q

for a noninteger value of q (cf. [8], pp. 249-251 and [2], pp. 215-
218). In the case oί q = 1/2, which is considered as an especially
important case, N. S. Hawley and M. Schiffer [2] for the first time
had investigated "the Szegδ kernel" of half-order differentials and
then D. A. Hejhal [3] in the case of planar regions and J. D. Fay
[1] in the case of arbitrary compact bordered Riemann surfaces
had investigated.

In this final section, we shall see that our results are valid
even if in the case of the Szego kernels with characteristic on an
arbitrary compact bordered Riemann surface.

In order to save space, we shall use the same notations and
results freely in Chapter VI in [1].

For any even half period eeTQ, the Szego kernel oe{x,y) of a
compact bordered Riemann surface R with characteristic [e] is
defined as follows:

σ (
θ[e](0)E(y, x)

Here θ[e](z) is the first order theta function with characteristic [e],
E(y, x) is the prime form and x is the symmetric point of x on
the double C of R ([1], p. 124, Proposition 6.14 and cf. Chapters I
and II). Then σe(x, y) is holomorphic in x and y except for a pole
along y — x and satisfies

(6.2) σe(x, y) = - σ e ( y , x) = - σ . ( x , y ) f o r a l l x,yeC.

For any section Φ of Le holomorphic on R, σe(x, y) has the repro-
ducing property

Φ(x) = 1 Φ(y)σβ(x, y) for all x e R .

Again σe(x, y) is represented by Σ i Φj(χ)Φj(v) for a complete ortho-
normal system {Φj} of holomorphic sections of Le on R. Further
we see that σe(x, yf is a single-valued analytic differential on C x C
except for a double pole along y = x and satisfies
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= __ θ[e](y - xf

4π2θ[e](0γE(y, xf

= σ,(x, yf along yedR.

Hence in our case, we obtain the following representations as in
(4.1) and (4.2):

(6.4) 4JΛ7.&, zf = πKE(z, 2,) + Σ Σ Cu
ί l

and

(6.5) - 4aϊa.(zlt zf = πLE(zlf Z ) - Σ Σ ΊΓvμZ Xzx)Z μ(z).

Therefore for 4π2σe(z19 zf, we obtain the same results as

by a slight modification. In the proof of the main Theorem 3.1, for
example we need a nonvanishing section Φo of Le holomorphic on S,
but the existence of such a Φo is clear. As to this fact, we recall
that there exists a single-valued function which is analytic and non-
vanishing on S except for poles and zeros of prescribed order at
prescribed points (cf. [4], § 2.5).
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